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complex systems



a complex system is a set of 
interconnected parts making an 
integrated whole ...

... that exhibits behavior 
not obvious from the 

properties of the parts   



not a complex system

5:1 gear ratio



some characteristics of complex 
systems ...



boundaries may be indeterminate

systems are usually open

may have memory



generally are dynamic

relationships are nonlinear

have webs of interactions



complicated versus complex

in a complicated system, the elements 
maintain some independence and removing 

one does not change the system’s 
fundamental nature - it is just less 

complicated



complicated versus complex

in a complex system, the elements are 
highly dependent on one another and 

removing an element can fundamentally 
change the system’s behavior



definition of complexity

no agreed upon definition

to quote from Supreme Court Justice 
Stewart on a pornography case:  

“... I know it when I see it”



complex systems 

often show self-organization and 
emergent behavior



self-organization

the spontaneous formation of structures in 
systems composed of few or many 

components



emergence

the arising of novel and coherent structures, 
patterns and properties during the process 

of self-organization in complex systems



why and how?



disorganized complexity

as we add more and more stochastic agents, 
their differences average out

find global behavior is often described by a 
simple form that describes an average 

property 



central limit theorem

the mean of a sufficiently large number 
of independent random variables will 

follow a normal distribution 



disorganized complexity

example:  while it is 
difficult to predict what 

an individual raindrop 
will do, we can predict 

how rain falling at a 
certain rate will flow 

through a drain spout 



organized complexity

unanticipated statistical regularities that go 
beyond the central limit theorem

complex phenomena that are “beyond the 
norm”:  earthquakes, floods, fires, stock 

market crashes, traffic jams, riots, ...



disorganized

suppose have 100 
customers and two 

stores.  statistically, each 
store would have 50 

customers on average 
with a normal 

distribution



organized:  role of feedback

now let customers have preference: 

if the customers prefer to shop in the less-
crowded store and will leave the more-
crowded one and move to the less-crowded 
one, the system will be stable with exactly 50 
customers per store



tipping points

Suppose that on average 
50 of the customers go the 
bank and withdraw their 
money.

Suppose the bank has 
reserves of 60%.

If the number of customers 
exceeds 60%, then there 
will be a run on the bank.

The distribution would shift 
immediately to the right



can we predict such behavior in 
more realistic situations?



“For every complex problem, 
there is a solution that is simple, 
neat and wrong”

H. L. Menkin



modeling

creation of an approximate description of a 
complicated/complex phenomenon to seek a 

greater understanding

may be a set of ideas, a drawing, a set of 
equations, a computer program, ... 



A topographical map takes the detailed reality of an aerial 
photograph and distills it down to a few key features.  
Models must achieve a similar goal.



modeling

we have already seen an example of simple 
modeling of a complex social system



a social example:  segregation

a model for racial segregation developed by 
Thomas Schelling in the 1960s

he won the Nobel Prize in Economics for his 
pioneering use of game theory 



a square’s “neighborhood” is defined 
as those who live in a region that 
“touches” their space

a square, whether black or red, is happy as long 
as it is not a minority by more than 2:1

R:B = 5:3 R:B = 6:2



*
*

* *

*

New neighbors may then be unhappy.

Pick another unhappy square and 
move it, and so on



the “tipping point”

at some level of preference for being a non-
minority there is a permanent migration 

towards a segregated state 



why and how?



modeling of swarms

introduce many “agents”

each moves randomly around a general 
direction with rules on how it moves if it has 

neighboring agents



http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/13/science/13traff.html





cellular automata

simple models lead to complex behavior



Emergent behavior:  THE GAME OF LIFE 

create a square lattice of sites:

each site can be occupied (“alive”) or empty 
(“dead”)

create rules for creation and destruction of 
“lifeforms”

at each step, apply rules and advance system

look for emergent behavior

John Conway



if exactly three neighbors:
dead ⇒ alive (”birth”)

if 2 or 3 neighbors: stay alive
(”survival”)

if too many or too few neighbors:
alive ⇒ dead (overcrowding or 

loneliness)

t t+Δt



The game of life shows organized behavior that 
“mimics” complex biological systems.

the organized behavior emerges from the interaction 
of “parts” by specific, very simple rules



a “glider”



wolves and moose



agent based modeling

multi agent systems



see MAS_Anasazi.pdf on 
moodle 



complex adaptive systems

complex systems that have the capacity to 
evolve and adapt





a non-adaptive forest fire model: 

A simple model for the situation we face out west:
• trees start and grow in the spring (for this 

model we assume that they are immediately full 
grown)

• in the summer dry season, lightning starts fires 
that burn huge swatches of forest.



fires are a real threat
Cerro Grande Fire, NM 2000



a non-adaptive forest fire model: 

The model:
• each agent is a location and follows an identical 

fixed rule
• if state is empty, then create a tree with 

probability g, if not then maintain your state
• in summer, if you are in a tree state you catch 

fire (lightning) with probability f and all 
contiguous trees burn as well.

• places with no trees act as fire breaks



a non-adaptive forest fire model: 

keeping f fixed, we 
vary the rate of 
growth.

we find a peak at 
about g = 43.

balance between 
growth and the fact 
that forests burn 
many areas at once.



an adaptive forest fire model
The model:
• each state starts with a randomly assigned 

growth rate
• in each period, the tree can adjust its growth 

rate
• if it burnt in the previous time steps, it lowers its 

rate, otherwise it increases it
• essentially the tree asking itself the question:  is it 

better for me to grow or not?



an adaptive forest fire model

the optimal solution 
is to build in 
permanent fire 
breaks

note:  this optimizes 
the overall forest not 
for individual trees



human society is a complex 
adaptive system that exhibits 
these attributes

resilience: the capacity of a system to absorb disturbance, 
undergo change and still retain essentially the same 

function, structure, identity, and feedbacks

adaptability:  the capacity of actors in a system to manage 
resilience, either by moving the system toward or away 

from a threshold that would fundamentally alter the 
properties of the system  



how do we optimize a complex 
adaptive system?

an ongoing research area

models seem to be our best approach



suggested reading

Complex Adaptive Systems:  An introduction to 
Computational Models of Social Life, by J. H. Miller and S. E. 
Page 



questions ???


